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of silly-cleverness into the abyss of folly. One has a startled sense of the artist conceived as a pet lapdog for the
dilettanti having his growth stunted by a diet of gin in
order that he may be a more amusing monster than Nature
made him.
I should not quarrel with this folly if it were recognized
as such; for a good deal of new country is discovered by
simply going astray. The straight and narrow path has
been so often explored that we all go a little way down the
paths of danger and destruction merely to see what they are
like; and even the paths of tomfoolery may lead to a view
or two. Dixon Scott had qualifications for such rambling
which made him a very agreeable critic, and sometimes a
very useful one. Chief among these was his knowledge of
the natural history of the artist, which preserved him fromi
many current journalistic sillinesses. T o take a personal
example, the fact that I am an Irish Protestant, and that I
published a volume called Three Plays for Puritans, has
created a legend about the gloomy, sour. Sabbath-ridden,
Ulster-Covenanting home in which I was brought up, and
in which my remarkable resemblance to St. Paul, St. Anthony, and John Knox was stamped on me. To Dixon
Scott this was as patently absurd as an assumption that
the polar bear owes his black fur to his Negro parents. He
at once picked out the truth and packed it into the statement that I am the son of Donizetti's Lucrezia Borgia.
(As a matter of fact I was brought up in an atmosphere
in which two of the main constituents were Italian opera
and complete freedom of thought; and my attitude to conventional British life ever since has been that of a missionary striving to understand the superstitions of the natives
in order to make himself intelligible to them.) All through
this book, in dealing with me, with Wells, with Kipling,
with Houghton, he is saved again and again by his knowledge of the sort of animal the artist is in his nonage. Unfortunately his knowledge stops there. He does not understand the artist's manhood; protests with all his soul against
the inevitable development; and always, however ridiculously, sets up the same theory that the shy romantic
dreamer has put on a mask, which, as he wittily says, gets
so hard pressed upon his face by popular applause that it
moulds his very features to its shape. Shaw, Kipling,
Wells & Co. are timid children desperately playing at being
strong but by no means silent men; and he tries to strip
our masks off, and show our real faces, which, however,
are all the same face, and a very obvious doll's face at that.
His mistake is in taking the method of nature, which is a
dramatic method, for a theatrical pose. No doubt every
man has a shy child in him, artist or no artist. But every
man whose business it is to work upon other men, whether
as artist, politician, advocate, propagandist, ' organizer,
teacher or what not, must dramatize himself and play his
part. To the laborer who merely digs and vegetates, to
the squire who merely hunts and eats, to the mathematician
and physicist, these men of the platform and the tribune
may seem affected and theatrical; but when they themselves
desire to impress their needs or views on their fellows they
find that they, too, must find a pose or else remain paralyzed
and dumb. In short, what is called a pose is simply a technical condition of certain activities. It is offensive only
when out of place: the artist who brings his pose to the
dinner table is like the general who puts his sword, or the
dentist who puts his forceps, beside his plate just to show
that he has one. He cannot, however, always leave it behind him. Queen Victoria complained that Gladstone
talked to her as if she were a public meeting; but surely
that is the way in which a prime minister should address a
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queen when affairs of state are on the carpet. Lord Melbourne's pose may have been more genial and human; but
so it would when he addressed a public meeting doubtless.
Dixon Scott takes this very simple natural phenomenon,
and, guessing at once that he can be very clever about it if
he begins by being very stupid, pays that price for being
clever. It it monstrously stupid to try to foist Morris, Wells,
and Kipling (to say nothing of myself) on the reader as
creatures with guilty secrets, all their secrets being the same
secret: to wit, that they are not Morris, Wells, and Kipling
at all, but sensitive plants of quite another species. Still, on
that stupid assumption he writes very cleverly, sometimes
with penetrating subtlety. But as he remains the Fancier,
he is never sound, and is only quite satisfactory when dealing with pure virtuosity, which he finds only in Max Beerbohm's Zuleika. And then he has to leave you in ignorance
of the fact that Max is the most savage Radical caricaturist
since Gillray, and that Zuleika is only his play, not his
work.
It was a kind and devoted act of Mr. St. John Adcock
to collect and edit these reviews, and very modest of him
to allow Max to take the stage as their introducer. They
are the best monument their untimely slain author could
have desired. I have no space here to do more than point
out the limitations of Dixon Scott's view of art, and how
the young literary voluptuary flourished at the expense of
the critic of life. But I can guarantee the book as being
not only frightfully smart in the wrong places, but, in the
best of the right ones, as good as it is in the nature of the
best journalistic criticism to be.
G. B. S.
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O W when the rage for departmentalizing human
knowledge is spent, the candid economist must recall with some sense of shame his early attempts to exclude
ethical elements from his scientific domain. " It is our
business to determine what is and what will be; what
ought to be concerns other specialists." How stupid this
sounds to-day! As a matter of fact economics never succeeded in winning its freedom from ethics. Only little
men ever were able to discuss child labor, the sweating
system, monopolistic extortion, without generating at least
a modicum of moral heat. Indeed, it would hardly be
too much to say that the chief impetus to economic study,
ever since the days of Adam Smith, has been the urgency
of economic and social reforms that have no meaning apart
from ethics.
Ethical judgments abound in economic literature, but
these are derivative from common sense, not from any logical: system of ethics. This is the fault of the ethical systematizers as well as of the economists. Few ethical
authorities have had sufficient knowledge of economic
facts to adapt ethical principles to the economic field; few
economists are abreast of the best modern work in ethics.
To this rule the most notable exception among contemporary writers is Dr. Ryan. His economic scholarship is unimpeachable ; survey his writings, and you are forced to the
conclusion that among the economists of to-day there are
not many who can match him in command of the literature and in sanity of judgment. He would not make a
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SVO,

cloth, pp. 314
Net $3.75
"What we have to consider is,
when and how this idea of
progress first appeared in the
world, how far it has been
reaHzed in history, and how
far it gives any guidance and
hope for the future. In the
midst of a catastrophe which
appears at first sight to be a
deadly blow to the ideal, such
an enquiry has a special interest and may have some permanent value."—F. S. Marvin.
The New Hazell Annua!
and Almanack for 1917
By T. A. I n g r a m . Crown Svo, doth, Dp.
Uv+Ssi
$1.50
The thirty-second year of issue. Gives the
most recent and authoritative information concerning the British Empire, the Nations of the
World, and all the important topics of the day
together with much astronomical and other
useful information.

The Elements of Jurisprudence
By T h o m a s Erskine Holland. 8»o,
cloth, p-p. 3t-r»-f4S4
S2.50
Tvpelfth Edition, just issued.
"The reader will find that a considerable
amount of new matter lias been suggested to
the author by the gigantic struggle now in
progress."—From the Preface.

A Short History of Australia
By Ernest Scott. Crown Svo, cloth, pp.
xX'\-36i.
With twenty-two maps and
seven old maps reproduced in halftone
$1.10
"Tells the way the country was discovered,
why and how it was settled, the development
of civilized society within it, its political and
social progress, mode of government, and relations, historical and actual, with the Empire
of which it forms a part."—From the Prefa.ce.

The Johnson Calendar
Or Samuel Johnson for Every Day in the
Year. Being a series of sayings and tales,
collected from his life and writings by
Alexander M o n t g o m e r i e Bell. Fcap
Svo, cloth, pp. 23^
85c.
Also in marble paper cover, uncut
edges
85c.
It may be easy to conceive of Johnson as an
unreasonable and malignant person, but this
volume will go far toward revealing his true
character, which in public life was sincere and
constant, and in private, of inexhaustible kindness.
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serving the entire people of
this country.
It has been a powerful factor,
along with the transportation
systems, in the magnificent
achievements of the United
States—helping to prepare the
way where latent possibilities
of mines, forests and farms
were to be developed.

This marvelous instrument
is the pre-eminent vehicle of
speed and speech. Railroads
cover the country, but your
traveler often must alight vtrith
bag and baggage and change
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Railroads reach cities, towns
and villages. T h e telephone
reaches the individual.

T h e continued growth of
our national prosperity dep e n d s in a g r e a t m e a s u r e
upon the maintenance and
c o n t i n u e d g r o w t h of t h e
utilities which furnish the
means of intercourse and interchange. They are the indispensable servants of the
individual, the community and
the entire nation.

T h e telephone offers continuous passage for the voice
and unbroken connections to
the uttermost places becau^a
it is a united System co-ordinated to the single idea of
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BRAZILIAN RANCHES
ELLIS & OLIVEIRA will buy and sell houses
and house property or anything in the way of
real estate, shares of railways, etc.
A t present we have for sale about 500,000 acres of land in t h e states
of Sao Paule, Minas Geraes and Matto Grosso, splendidly a d a p t e d for
t h e r a i s i n s •t cattle, a t from ^S.OO to $75.00 per acre.
W e have one block of 80,000 acres which hail fine p a s t u r e lands with
plenty of r u n n i n g water, and about 500,000 pine trees. Also have
b a r s a i n s in coffee farms, complete in every way, producing from
150,010 to 2,000,000 pounds of coffee annually.
Cattle growing has only Just begun In t h i s State. T h e Continental
P r o d u c t s Company—an American concern with capital invested about
}10,000,000—have j u s t erected t h e finest packing plant in South Ameri c a a t Osasco, a short distance from t h e city of Sao Paulo, t h e
Capital of t h e State of t h e s a m e name, a n d they w a n t all t h e c a t t l e
produced.
The climate Is fine—good for a Sanatorium—lowest t e m p e r a t u r e lis
IT" F., h i g h e s t 73° F . Altitude from 4,000 to 6,000 feet. The distance
to t h e Capital City, Sao Paulo, is about 150 miles.
For any further particular*
adaresa

ELLIS & OLIVEIRA
Rua da Quitanda No. 2-A

Sao Paulo, Brazil

SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE !1

The War has created unlimited commercial opportunities tor
those who know Spanish, French, German or Italian. Take

advantage of the war situation ! Better your position and increase
your salary. FJitend your basinesB. Establish export trade with
South American countriea. Equip yourseU to read foreign boobs
and papers. Brush up on the language you studied at school or
college and make it of practical use. Acquire a new language at
home, by the

LANGUAGE-PHONE
METHOD
And Rosenthars Method of Practical Lingulstry
(EigiK't Avard Fas&ms-f ul&e Expcsltion)

This is the natural way to learn a foreign langnage. You hear the llYing TOiceof a native
prolessor pronounce each word and phrale. He speaks a. you de.ire-slowly or guiclily.
lor minutes or hours at a time. It is a pleasant, fascinating study, no tedious rules or
memorizine It is noteipensiye—all members of the family can use it. You simply practice daring spare moments or at conTeniont times, and in a surprisingly short time yon
•peali, read and understand a new language.
, ^. ,
Write for free "Lanffaagi Treaitie,
partteulara
Offer. EaxJjP<i>fmente. Owr recwdt flail talking

of Irtai
maehinee.

T h e L a n g u a g e P h o n e M e t h o d , 953 P u t n a m Bldg., 2 W . 4 S t h S t . , W . Y .
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good mathematical economist, one infers from his handling
of certain aspects of the interest problem and of " economic
causation " ; but a man may be an excellent economist without mathematical gifts. D r . Ryan's ethical scholarship i»
also sound. It is essentially a Catholic ethics that he professes, and therefore conservative. This makes it all the
more significant that D r . Ryan's book should be worthy
of adoption as a manual of radical economic reform.
T h e one postulate D r . Ryan requires the reader to accept is the inherent worth of human personality, the equal
right of one personality with every other to existence and
to what gives existence himian value. From this postulate
D r . Ryan, by practically flawless logical processes, derive*
aU his conclusions as to the rights and wrongs of the present distribution of income. Rights to wages, to profits, to
interest, to rent are subjected rigorously to the test of
human welfare. A priority of right, naturally, is accorded
to wages. " Every man who is willing to work has an
inlwrn right to sustenance from the earth on reasonable
terms or conditions." T h a t is, spending such effort, exercising such intelligence, as may reasonably be expected,
every man has a right to such wages as will provide for
himself and his family the necessaries and most general
comforts of life. In the concrete, this means the living
wage, as defined by the best qualified social investigators.
O n what ground is the right based? " O n the same ground
that validates his right to life, marriage, or any of the
other fundamental goods of human existence. O n the
dignity of personality."
This, every one will agree, is what ought to be. But,
we say, we are living in a practical, not an ethical w o r l d —
D r . Ryan has no sympathy with such an attitude of helplessness. T h e laborer has a natural right to a living w a g e :
" O n e of the elementary functions and obligations of the
state is to protect citizens in the enjoyment of their natural
rights";
let the state forthwith proceed, by minimum
wage legislation, to raise the wage earner to a living condition. D r . Ryan admits the moral value of attempts on
the part of the laborers to raise themselves to this level
through unionism. Only a minority have succeeded in this
or can succeed; the great majority have state action as their
only recourse. And such action is not an optional function of the state. I t is a primary and necessary function.
W h a t if the social income is not great enough to make this
feasible? D r . Ryan concludes, after a full survey of t h e
available facts, that the social income is quite sufficient for
the purpose. If not, the sooner we put the question to the
test and demonstrate the bankruptcy of our economic system, the better it will be for us in the long run.
Rights to profits, interest and rent stand on an inferior
footing. W h e n they conflict with the right to a living
wage, they have no validity. T h i s principle D r . Ryan applies not only institutionally, but to the action of individuals. T h e business man has no right to interest on his
capital unless he pays a living wage. H e is not a merchant, buying labor as a commodity. H e is a social functionary, a leader in the common enterprise of creating
goods, and a distributor of the price received for them.
His primary obligation is to make a just distribution, and
what justice would he display if he voted himself interest
on ca.pital while withholding an essential part of their living from his co-workers? H e may justly assert a prior
claim to a fair living for himself, and no more. T o be
sure, a business man may weary of a profitless enterprise
and withdraw his capital to a more remunerative field. T h i s
would be within his moral right; D r . Ryan thinks t h a t
even so his action would be conducive to the worker's wcl-
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1917-AMERICAN RIGHTS-1798
Miss Agnes Repplier and Dr. Lyman Abbott have declared war on Germany. They
are not alone in taking this historic step. They speak for the " American Rights League,"
which counts among its members Talcott Williams, the Rev. Randolph H. McKim, Prof.
William Gardner Hale, and other " clear-headed, far-sighted, patriotic Americans." Their
manifesto of February 12 declares that " The acts of war have been consummated. . . .
It is no longer a question as to whether there shall be war with Germany. There is war
with Germany."
As we look back at American history, we realize how unfortunate it is that the American Rights League was not organized earlier. It probably would have been able to clear
the heads, lengthen the sight, and buck up the patriotism of George Washington, President
Adams and the American Congress from 1793 to 1800, when the United States was hovering on the verge of war with France.
The American Rights League will remember that the great European war was then
in progress. It was Washington who declared in 1793 that the United States should " pursue a conduct friendly and impartial to the belligerent powers." And although American
sentiment was overwhelmingly in favor of France and against England, our country refused to go to war with a nation with whom we had no quarrel.
By 1796, the depredations of France, aimed at England, but falling heavily upon us,
had become intolerable. Our ships were sunk, American merchandise was destroyed,
American lives were lost. Marine insurance rose to prohibitive rates. In July, the French
Directorate passed an act providing that Americans found on belligerent ships should be
treated as pirates. In 1797, Mr. Pickering, our Secretary of State, protested against the
spoliation and maltreatment of our vessels by French ships of war. He protested against
an embargo on vessels at Bordeaux, against condemnation of ships and cargoes under
French marine ordinances incompatible with treaties. Meanwhile, American citizens were
captured on American ships by French men of war and forced to serve in the French
navy. Finally the Directorate in 1798 decreed that its navy might seize all vessels loaded
with goods coming from the enemy's ports, no matter of what nationality or to whom
consigned.
Still there was no war.
Washington was succeeded by John Adams as President, but Washington's policy prevailed. Neutrality was observed under intense provocation, and in spite of an abundance
of such sentiment as is now represented by the American Rights League.
Finally, for the protection of our interests. Congress declared a policy of Armed
Neutrality against France. A larger navy was recruited; reprisals against French aggressions
were authorized; our commerce was convoyed; we had naval engagements with French
ships; we took prisoners, and they took prisoners. Other incidental hostilities occurred.
But the policy of Washington was adhered to by Adams, by the Congress, and by the people of the United States. We did not go to war with France, because we had no real
quarrel with France; and because the people realized that the injuries done to lis were
not aimed at us, but were a part of the terrific struggle of Europe.
Patiently, courageously, Washington and Adams and the Congress held true patriotism above jingoism.
We remained at peace, under huge financial loss, under loss of life, under the imputation
of cowardice. And history has justified us.
It is a pity we had no American Rights League tlien.
If you want to spread this
point of view widely over the
country, send money at once to
COMMITTEE FOR DEMOCRATIC CONTROL (formerly
Emergency Office), Room 1034,
70 Fifth Avenue, New York
City. It will be used for nothing else.

AMOS PINCHOT
RANDOLPH S. BOURNE
MAX EASTMAN
WINTHROP D. LANE
Committee

for Democratic
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RUSSIAN GRAMMAR

i

BY NEVILL FORBES, M. A.

I

This volume is a practical r a t h e r t h a n a scientlfle g r a m m a r . I t begins with a full explanation of t h e Russian letters a n d sounds. Then
follows a series of sections on t h e p a r t s of
speech, t h e one devoted to t h e verb being t h e
longest a n d most I m p o r t a n t .
'• Indispensable for English-speaking s t u d e n t s
of t h e Russian language."—The Russian
Review.
Second Edition,
Revised and Enlarged.
Crown Svo, cloth,
pp. 276. ».00.
OXFORD U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S A M E R I C A N

|

BRANXH,

35 West 32nd Street, New York.

A FIRST RUSSIAN READER
FROM L. N. TOLSTOY

With English notes and a vocabulary
by PERCY DEAEMER
and VYACHESLAV A. TANANBVICH.
This First Russian Reader consists of the easiest short stories from Tolstoy duly accented,
with very full notes on the opposite page, and
a vocabulary which contains every word in the
text.
Crown Svo, cloth, pp. 80. 50c.
Descriptive circular of Enssiaii Books upon request
OXFORD U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S A M E R I C A N B R A N C H ,

35 West 32nd Street, New York.

FIRST RUSSIAN BOOK
BY NEVILL FORBES
T h i s book i s intended a s a practical means of
a c q u a i n t i n g t h e s t u d e n t of Russian w i t h t h e
first difflcalties of the language, which a r e t h e
case-endings.
I t also contains many vocabularies with phonetic transcription, a n d numerous easy phrases.
Crown

Svo, cloth,

pp. 134. S5c,

OXFORD T J N I V B R S I I Y P R E S S A M E R I C A N B R A N C H ,

35 W e s t 32nd Street, New York.

SECOND RUSSIAN BOOK
BY NEVILL FORBES
A practical guide to t h e study of t h e Russian
verb. So planned t h a t those who prefer can
begin with t h i s book a n d use t h e First book a s
a supplement.
Crown Svo, cloth, pp. x+SSB. $1.15.
T h i r d a n d F o u r t h Russian Books i n . p r e p a r a t i o n .
OXFORD U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S A M E R I C A N

BRANCH,

35 West 32nd Street, New York.

MODERN RUSSIAN PIANO MUSIC

A Circuit Rider's Widow, by Corra Harris.
York: Doubleday, Page ^ Co. $i.35-
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OLIVER D I T S O N COMPANY. Boston a n d New York.

BY..HUGH WALPOLE

1

GEORGE H . DORAN COMPANY, P u b l i s h e r s .

i
38 West 32nd Street, New York.
i
P u b l i s h e r s in America for Hodder & Stoughton.
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fare. Perhaps: but the question is one of mathematical
economics, to which Dr. Ryan's method is not well adapted.
Assuming that living wages are paid, the capitalist has
a contingent right to the surplus. It is no better than that
of the worker, who has a right to take more than a living
wage, if he can get it. The landowner's right to rent is
on the same footing as the capitalist's right to interest. Assuming that the men who work the soil, tenants or hired
laborers, obtain fair livings, the landowner has a right to
rent, if he can get it. The assertion of the Single Taxers
that rent is under all circumstances an unjust income is
examined at length, and rejected. But Dr. Ryan strongly
urges the wisdom of increment taxes to check speculative
gains, and progressive taxes to break up large holdings.
Even discriminatory taxes on land, as compared with improvements, seem desirable to him. He would have the
state hold all forest and mineral lands and the sources of
hydro-electric power. Public service monopolies should
also be owned by the state, and all other monopolies should
be subjected to close regulation.
Inequalities of fortune obtaining to-day are regarded by
Dr. Ryan as a serious evil. T o place a limit upon accumulation he does not consider a violation of the natural
right to private property; he merely questions its social expediency. Heavily graduated incomes and inheritance taxes
appear to him not only just but socially expedient. The
evils of an inequitable distribution of wealth might be
obviated by the practice of private morality. One whose
income exceeds the requirements of decent living is morally bound to distribute the surplus in philanthropy.
It is possible to quarrel with Dr. Ryan on matters of
detail. In some respects his ethics seems not sufficiently
socialized. Grant that the worker has a right to a living
wage: does the correlative obligation of assuring it rest
upon the employer, who may be unable to meet the obligation, or upon the state, which no doubt has the required
ability? Dr. Ryan conceives of the obligation as resting
upon the employer, but has an alternative conception of
the state's obligation in the premises. The former conception is not necessary to the author's conclusions, and is the
origin of whatever questionable economic reasoning the
book contains. The blemish, however, is minor and it does
not detract from the author's merit in presenting the most
comprehensive and dignified existing treatise on the ethics
of economic reform.
A. S. J.
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(Two Vdumis)
EDITED B T C O N S T A N T I N VON STERNBERG
Vol. I.
Akimenko t o Korestchenko
Vol. I I . Liadoff t o WraugeU
I t i s wonderful t o scan w h a t h a s been accomplished in less t h a n a century. T h e Russian
m u s e seems t o spring forth fuUy equipped a s
Minerva from t h e brain of Jove. A s t u d y of
t h e s e t w o volumes will p u t t h e pianist i n touch
with a school i n which he will find much of
originality a n d wonderful poetry.—Louis C,
Bison in t h e Boston
Advertiser.
Price, paper, cloth back, $1.50 postpaid.
In full cloth, gilt,
2.50 postpaid.

" Of all I t h e novels t h a t h a v e come o u t of European battlefields, there is probably none of such
scope, such p e n e t r a t i n g anal.vsis, a n d such completely t h r i l l i n g q u a l i t y . " — E l e a n o r Kellogg i n
The OMcago Evening Post.
" 'Cnquestionably t h e best piece of w a r literEit u r e t h a t h a s been given u s so f a r is Hugh
Walpole's " T h e Dark F o r e s t . " — C u r t i s Dubin
i n Town and Country.
At every bookstore.
$1.35.
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New

ERE are recorded the observations of Mary Thompson, pillar and historian of the Methodist church
in Berton, and incidentally the historian of the whole village, so closely are the two narratives interwoven. The
book is a strange land for one whose religious experience
is limited to a childhood acquaintance with the easy formalism of a state church. One entered the cathedral only for
milestone events, leaving it with memories of dusk and
stained-glass solemnity and things beautifully extraneous
to human routine. But in the chalked bareness of this
Methodist chapel pulses the life of Berton. Its activities
and policies radiate from there. Orthodoxy is an integral
part of every day. The doctrinal tinge of a sermon, the
rag-carpet made by the Aid Society, the sweep of a revival,.
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